The representation of pure tones and noise in a model of cochlear nucleus neurons.
The limited dynamic range of the majority of auditory-nerve fibers represents a difficulty in accounting for normal hearing capabilities over the known psychoacoustic intensity range. The presence of noise is an additional complication because it will tend to saturate these fibers, thereby considerably reducing their dynamic range, i.e., the range of mean firing rates. In this study, simulations involving a model of auditory nerve and cochlear nucleus neurons were conducted using pure-tone stimuli in the presence of noise. The main focus is on the role of inhibition in regulating the activity of cells, improving their capability to represent signals in background noise. This concerns in particular those inhibitory neurons that receive input from a wide range of auditory-nerve fibers and respond with an onset chopper pattern. A detailed model of stellate cells is used. It allows several parameters such as the number, location, and strength of inputs to be manipulated. The fist part of this paper presents the model and its responses to pure-tone and noise stimuli presented separately. The model's capacity to generalize to tone/noise combinations is then tested. Responses to these stimuli are found to be qualitatively similar to neurophysiological findings. Model neurons exhibit appropriate shifts in their rate-level functions and their responses are inhibited or suppressed by tones outside their characteristic frequency. The model stellate cell is also found to display many of the temporal patterns reported in electrophysiological studies as a result of appropriate settings of certain parameters. Therefore, the model is sufficient to account for a larger number of findings and should serve as a basis for predicting responses to novel stimuli, or as a building block for modeling larger networks.